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Leading psychologist, lecturer, and author Windy Dryden has compiled his most valuable writings on Rational
Emotive Behaviour Therapy from the last thirty five years. This collection reveals the thinking, concepts and
practical experience that have made Dryden one of the most respected and cited REBT authorities of our time.
Dryden has authored or edited over 195 books and established Europe's first Masters in REBT. While his
primary allegiance remains with REBT, he has published extensively on CBT and the wider issues of
psychotherapy. Dryden's pluralistic perspective on REBT comes through in such seminal pieces as: * The
therapeutic alliance in rational-emotive individual therapy * Compromises in rational-emotive therapy *
Adapting CBT to a broad clientele * Unconditional self-acceptance and self-compassion
Religious Pluralism: A Challenge For Muslims - A Theological Evaluation. Journal of Ecumenical Studies.
Essays on democracy and the crisis of rationality. Medical Pluralism in the Andes.
London: Routledge, s. 3-15 (12s). When might becomes human right: Essays on democracy and the crisis of
rationality.
2008 - 2010 Organisator av CSMNs Language and Rationality Seminar, UiO. 2008 Organisator av

ARCHE/CSMN Graduate Conference. Pluralism, Democracy, and Justice (PDJ) Bounded rationality and
institutional features combined. Kapittel 3, sider 53-71. I:. (Pluralism of professions, models of state and
administrative behavior”. Tittelen på forelesningen er "Pluralism, legal positivism and the justification of
human rights".
Rigorous theorizing about rationality and agency. Rationality and Responsibility in Administrative and
Judicial Decisionmaking. Numerical Democracy and Corporate Pluralism. In R.A. Dahl (ed.). Rationality in
private. chapter "Against Monotheism," Hampshire argues that monotheistic beliefs are only with difficulty
made compatible with pluralism in.
Pluralism in management. Organizational theory. Bounded rationality, ambiguity, and the engineering of
choice. Bell Journal of Economics, 9(2), 587–608. Norges største fagbokhandel på nett. Sjekk pris i din lokale
Akademikabokhandel. Her har vi også pensumpakker og APP-tilbud. Arbeidserfaring som ballast i
organisasjons- og ledelsesstudier Læreprosesser for studenter med lite eller ingen arbeidserfaring
sammenlignet

